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Дрейфующие вихри в сплошных средах

Работа посвящена исследованию вопросов генерации и дрейфа

крупномасштабных вихрей в сплошных средах на основе решения

существенно нелинейных дифференциальных уравнений. Используя

возможности современной вычислительной техники, удалось рас-

смотреть ряд случаев с учетом вязкости среды и ее неоднородности,

а также с учетом трехмерной природы вихрей. На основе полученных

решений рассмотрены процессы генерации крупномасштабных ста-

ционарных вихрей. Результаты могут быть использованы при изучении

нелинейных явлений в плазме и процессов переноса энергии и ве-

щества в неравновесных средах.

VJfl.Chernouaenko, I.V.Chernenko, S.V.Chernyahenko

Drift Vortioes in Continuous Media

The analytical vortex solutions of Charney-Hasegawa-Mima

equations and vortioity evolution equations are studied. The

generation of large-scale drift vortioes is treated using the

analytical vortex solutions of vortioity evolution equations

for viscous medium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vortex motions in the atmosphere and the Earth ocean as

well as plasma fluxes in the Sun connective zone are essential-

ly three-dimensional: the rough measure for three-dimension of

vortex formations can be the ratio of soales for horizontal and

vertical motion [л\

In recent studies of nonlinear phenomena in plasmas and al-

so the energy and matter transfer processes in inequilibrium me-

dia have triggered great interest in the generation and analysis

of vortex stability in plasmas and the interaction between vor-

tices is important in connection with further development of

collective processes of the energy and particles transfer in

thermonuolear installations. The drift vortices can contribute

essentially to the inequilibrium dynamics of the atmosphere and

ocean. The vortex filaments prove to be important in studying

the superconductivity and superfluidity theories.

The vortices theory is again on the rise since the pioneer

studies performed by Helmholtz and then Kelvin on vortex motions

of fluid and the proof of some simplest theories on vortex lines

and tubes. After the triumph expansion of soliton theory almost

into all field of current physios the interest it vortices has

lowered, the number of publications has fallen.

The second stage of intensive studies of vortioes numbers

already five years and is caused by the following. The vortices

generate, apparently, the anomalous heat and particles transfer

In thermonuolear installations with magnetic confinement. The

waves contribution into the transfer processes is studied for

many years sinoe the wave is the linear object that can be trea-

ted linearly. The vortioes are essentially nonlinear but the

current evolution of computers has created the conditions for

fluitful studies in this field.

The stable vortioea like solitons are structural elements

and are involved in aaymptotios. They differ from solitons by

less universal form, due to the vortioity conservation along the

trajectories. Hence the form of vortices pooesses functional

arbitrariness. Nevertheless in different situations there arise,

for vortioea» the indontioal universal Charnoy-Hasegawa-Uima-

Petviaehvili equations.



As compared to solitons the vortioea have less mathematical

beauty but they are rather frequently ocoured in nature. The

great diversity of vortices increases the role of the integrals

of motion.

The treatment of essentially vortex large-scale fluxea assu-

mes to take into account the vortex nonlinearity. This complexi-

fies the finding of exact analytical solutions, especially in in-

homogeneous media. The inhomogeneity can be due to the dependen-

ce of the Coriolis parameter on the lattitude or, due to the bot-

tom unevennes3 [1].

To determine the analytical difficulties there have been

suggested simplified models obtained due to reducing the three-

dimensional equation to quasi-two-dimensional one. The assumption

about the functional dependence between the free surface pertur-

bation and the current function enabled to cosider some large-

scale vortices within the Charney equations [i,?3 and the modi-

fied Charney-Petviashvili equation C2~4"[. Among the exact analy-

tical solutions obtained the most popular is the dipole Larichev-

Reznik vortex 2 and the Petviaahvili soliton vortex [3]. The

model for vortex dynamics of the Great Red Spot of Jupiter sug-

gested by Petviashvili [з! triggered the "vortex boom" in mag-

netio hydrodynamics.

The attempts to consider three-dimensional vortex motions

were made within the turbulent dynamo theory £5i« It is not ex-

cluded that the stability of large-scale horizontal vortex can

be maintained due to specific small-scale vortex vertical motion

[6,7].
Here we made an attempt to consider the generation of large-

scale vortices in the inhomogeneous medium with, vieooeity using

the obtained analytical solutions in toe form of three-dimensio-

nal vortioes.

2. CHARHEY EQUATION

When the Charney equation is derived, it is assumed that

there is a functional dependence between the free surfas* pertur-

bation and the current function. Ф М в Is equivalent to «muring

that the energy of each partiole in a fluid is conserved [б].
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2.1. Derivation of the Charney Equation

In the ahallow-water approximation the equations of motion

with rotation taken into acoount are as follows

Hare *1 is the perturbation of a free surface. The continuity

equation is

whore H is the basin depth. Let the Coriolis parameter be li-

nearly dependent on the width: ̂  = ̂
е
+-йу ( (5, ~ plane approxi-

mation).

Taking the rotor of (2.1.1)-(2.1.1), we obtain the vortex

evolution equation

Excluding the horizontal velocity field divergence from (2.1.3)-

(2,1.4)» we have

+ew » ( 4 + \ U H + ? ) ^ (2 15

Supposing that ^e 0({») » ̂ *0(4^ »
 w e
 can write (2.1.5)

as

г *
 г

where Ф is the stream funotion:

Since la the first approximation the velocity field is geo-

atrophic, we have

\~ \*У/% (2.1.8)

In this оме <3C4\t)sO , and the equation (2.1.6) oan
be raduoed to the Charney equation ( *] = о(Н) ):
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2.2. Kinetic .Energy Conservation

Multiplying eq , (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) by u and V , res-

pectively, and summing then, we obtain

(2.2.1)

The fact that the Jacobian "3 (j-Vi ̂ J is equal to zero

ia thus equivalent to the kinetio energy being conserved for

every fluid particle.

Of special interest are, for thia reason, exact solutions

to the Charney equation which satisfy the kinetic energy conser-

vation condition, becauee they do not thus go beyond ths limits

of applicability of the Charney equation. Examples of such solu-

tions are drift vortices that carry water.

3. ANALYTICAL VORTEX SOLUTIONS IN A HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

A family of analytical solution as round vortices Is arbit-

rary functionally, a particular solution only is found for dipole

vortices.

3.1. Round Vortices

The two-dimensional motion of a fluid is described by the

following equation:

^ j t v-Kv4) (3.1.1)

Taking the rotor of this equation, we have

Yo-Ь ^ * ТЛ± [3te"fcv ] (3.1.2)

For an uncompressible fluid, (3.1.2) has the form

£tM|> + H ^ ) = 0 (3.1.3)
where Ц> is the stream function. In a stationary case thia

equation reduces to

This equation is satisfied when Л ^ * ̂  (ty) , and this is always

the case for round vortioes. Choosing a solution for round vor-
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Uicea is thus arbitrary functionally. This is not a special pro-

perty of symmetric solutions, but there are no many essentially

two-dimensional analytic solutions that have been, derived so far.

3.2. Lamb Dipole Vortex

Since in the case of stationary motion the stream lines are

the same аз real particle trajectories, the modulus of plane flow

vorticity "̂  must be conserved along each atreani line, and so

long as \ •=. Д Ф we can obtain following equation [,Q\:

(3.2.1)

Eq.(3.2.1) in polar coordinates is written as

4-кЧ>=0 (3.2.2)
т

A dipole solution to this equation may be constructed as follows.

Inside a circle of a radius a the function should be taken:

(3.2.3)

and outside this circle

Both these functional are the same at 2=0. , if ^ (|<a.) = 0 . If

'Эф/
г
Э
>
г ia sewn together continuously, the tangential velocity

will be continuous over the circle Z-Ci . For this purpose С

should be set equal to

С - 2U (к^(ко}У
1
= -2.U (К V K O ) )

1 О.2.5)

The Lamb dipole vortex [o^ moves translationally with velocity

in a fluid that rests at infinity. The momentum of this vortex

in the Lamb representation is equal to

The relative stream Iine3 inside the vortex are given in Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Stream lines for a Lamb dipole vortex.

4. ANALYTIC VORTEX SOLUTIONS FOR Л WEAKLY IHHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

The fluid-carrying round vortices that move translatioually

with a Rossby velocity are functionally arbitrary. For the case

v/hen the velocity of translational motion ia greater than the

Ro33by velocity, there ia a Larichev-Reznik solution. The modi-

fied Charney-Petviashvili equation admits an exact soliton vortex

solution obtained by Petviashvili. Taking kinetic energy into

account does not result in appreciable changes in the behaviour

o£ a soliton solution.

4.1* Round Vortices^

The Galilean transformation

x'«x-uet f Ц, =. ф -uo
u (4.1.1)

in the stationary case (.%t
=
~
(it>

 9 x ) Iead3 the Charney

equation (2.1.9) to

When the tranalational motion velocity of the vortex

to the НозэЪу velocity

(4.1.2)

is equal

(4.1.3)
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we have the same equation aa that for a two-dimensional stat ionary
vortex in a homogeneous medium

(4.1.4)

Any round vortex that moves with a Rossby velocity is thus a solu-

tion to the Charney equation, i.e. choosing a solution to be

functionally arbitrary.

In a reference frame that moves westvrard with a Rosaby velo-

city the stream lines are concentric circles.

In a reference system at rest the stream function is

+
 U
R 4 (4-1.5)

For localized vortex

Ф fc) -» о at (4.1.6)

the stream lines are represented in Pigs.2 and 3. Pig.2 shows

the case when the rotation is anti-clock-wise, nnd the vortex in

Fig.3 moves clock-wise. In both cases the vortex moves westward

with a Rosaby velocity.

Pig.2. Stream lines for a localized vortex.

Anti-clock-wise rotatin.

The vortex dimensions are defined by the form of the func-

tion Ф ("г.) , and the singularity is found from the relation

The vortex derived movea westward, carrying all the fluid.

A drift vortex in a fluid at rest can be oonatruoted by

glueing vortex and potential currents along some curve. The aolu
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Fig.3. Stream lines for a localized vortex.
Clock-wise rotation.

tion of a similar problem for the case of a two-dimensional homo-
geneous uncompressible fluid is given in a book by M.A.Lavren-
tiev and V.V.Shabat £9l« Since in our case the motion of a fluid
is described by the same equation (Eq.(4.1.4)), we oan use this
stationary solution to construct a drift vortex.

The Lamb dlpole voi'tex [в! is also a solution for this case.

4.2. ^riohev-Reznik Dipole Vortex

We now consider a case when the vortex moves westward with

a velocity greater than the Rossby velocity, i.e.

(4.2.1)

The question remains: oan round vortices move westward with a ve-

locity greater then the Rosaby velocity? It is possible that they

deform, remaining stable.

Equation (4.1.2) can be transformed as follows

= 0 (4.2.2)

where &
1
- & -h u

e
-f

0
 /a H * It should be noted that if we pass from

a moving to an immobile reference system, Eq.(4.2.2) takes the

form

.0 (4.2.3)

The exaot solution of this equation was constructed by Lari-

chev and Reznikov \.2\ and is an analogue of the Lamb dipole vor-

tex 1в]. Suppose that the characteristic soale of a dipole is
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equal to Ck .In the external and the internal region of a vor-

tex the stream function satisfies the relations:

at ~Z. <<X (4.2./,)

at г ><Х (4.2.5)

v/here К > О , р > 0 • Making Vp tend to zero and the radius

to infinity, we find from (4.2.5): р
г
 ~ji'/&o . We can write a

particular solution oto the equations (4.2.4)-(4.2.5) in polar

coordinates ( Cc =; "SCuSU? , u' =

at

at X.

<CL (4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

Here ^ is a Bessel function of the first kind, and Ki is the

McDonald function. The constants in (4.2.6)-(4.2.7) are determi-

ned from the following conditions:

«
a
-
 =

 0 (4.2.8)

(4.2.9)

Statisfying these oonditions, we obtain a doubly continuously

differentiate stream function and a continuous vorticity field.

The stream lines in an immobile reference system are given in

Pig.4.

Fig.4. Stream lines in an immobile referenoe system.
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Tho field of velocities dampa at j-,00 > proportional to

*) (4.2.10)

The Larichev-Heznik solution is stable according to the re-

sults of numerical calculations [id]. An analytical proof of the

stability ia given in рарегз by Gordia and Petviashvili fill.

Stable vorticea as calculated numerically in [1O,12~14~J>

have the property of recovering its shape after collisions with,

other vortices. This seems to be related to vorticity being con-

served along the trajectory.

4.3. Petviashvili Soliton Vortex

In the general case the dependence of free-surface perturba-

tion on the stream function can be represented as a series

<S"
1
H~V.. (4.3.D

In this case 3 0V|l{)»O , and retaining in the equation (2.1.6)

terms up to the second order included, we have

(4.3.2)

In the case I •= 0 «we obtain a Petviashvili equation [з»15,1б^]

that has a localized solution as a monopole vortex drifting west-

ward with a velocity close to the Rossby velocity. The stability

of the Petviashvili solution was proved by the Zakharov-Kuznetsov

method in £iij. In the dimensionlesa variables

t,where R is the Rossby deformation radius: к = jt,

For round vortioea (3 (.Ц'
/
^)=0^ the equation (4.3.2) takes

the form

Д Ф --йФ -<p
Z
(t~2i)l

L
 (4.3.4)

where (к- (l-U
R
K~ ). Here U ^ is the Rossby velocity. The

equation (4.3.4) allows a set of oscillating solutions, represen-

ted in Pig.5.
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Pig.5. The plot of the solutions of equation (4.3.4).

The solutions fluctua'o about the equilibrium position ^ =

= 2.O. (i-2?,)" with a decreasing amplitude. The Petviashvili so-

lution is represented in the figure by a dotted line. In the oase

Ф < 0 the picture is specularly reflected in the axis. The

maximum value of the amplitude is little different from

Choosing the translational motion velocity to be close to the

Roasby velocity, but greater than it, we can make the value of a

as small as desired, but when we deal with an eastward motion,

X > 1 . Since the vortex height should not exceed certain limits

for which the shallow-water approximation is still valid, *^

and vb should diverge much in the second order for the case

of a vortex that moves eastward. This, however, appears to be

unrealistic, because such a motion goes beyond the framework of

gftostrophio equilibrium.

4.4. Modification of the Charnoy-Petviashvili Equation

For round vortices there hold relations auoh as:

Ot ?t > D t W ' (4.4.1)

Using (3.2.1), we transform the equation (3.1.6) as follows:

(4.4.2)

We suppose that the perturbation of a free surface is related to



the atream function by

(4-4.3)

and here "3 СЧ*,E>") V-0 • Since »1 = о Ш ) , the equation (4.4.2) can

be replaced by

г ,,,,.,,

Аэ long as ^t ^ I. °Y'"
i
/ for axially symmetric solutions the

equation (4.4.4) in diaieusionless variables (4-3.3) takes the fol-

lowing following fora xor round stationary vortices:

_ cb (4.4.5)

Ehe behaviour of the solutions o£ equation is similar to that of

the solutions (4-3.4), although the asymptotics of the solutions

is sliglrtly worse. In both, саяеа the nur.iGrioal approxinations o£

the Бе-tviashvili solution tend to jurap into an oscillating regi-

me.

4.5. Transfer of Fluid Particles by Drifting Scliton

Vortices

In a reference 3ystera that moves westward together with the

Petviaahvili solution vortex, the stream linos can be derived

from the relation

о
<л - (4.5.1)

In thio сазе the solution vortex has a separatrix (see Pig.6).

The fluid captured iaside the separatrix drifta together with a

vortex

Pig.6. Stream linos for a drifting solution vortex.
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5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL VORTICES

Studyning nonlinear phenomena in plasma and also energy and

matter transfer processes in inequilibrium media the keen inte-

rest has reoertly been triggered by mechanisms of generation and

analysis of the vortices structure stability. The investigation

of ensembles of vortices in plasma and their interaction is im-

portant in connection with further development of a theory o£

collective prooesaes of the energy and particles transfer in

thermonuclear devicea. Driffing vortices can essentially oontri-

bute to the inequilibrium dynamics of the atmosphere and ocean.

Vortex filaments were important ID the studies in superconducti-

vity and superfluidity theory. Here we make an attempt to consi-

der the prooesses of large-scale stationary vortices generation

in noaviocoua medium and atmosphere using the obtained analytic

solution* in the form of three-dimensional vortioes.

5.1. Stationary Drift Vortioes in Nonviscous Liquid

When there is no dissipation the equation for vortex evolu-

tion has the form [il

K**Ty

«here \ is the Corioli» parameter. In the approximation of
ft-plane: ^«$fc+jnj .

The equation (5.1.1) o«n be represented a

Changing variables

eq.(5.1.1) takes the form

(5.1.4)
This equation has the stationary solution
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Ъ1 - о

*Г . (5.1.5)

The relevant current function

where R la the characteristic vortex radius.

The vertical velocity equals

Here К • is the free surface level. Henoe

This equation has the stationary solution iu the antioyolon form

к - Ш ^ ^ 1.УО (5.1.9)

Sinoe at 2 = 0 До'Чо^/^ , then R-̂ l«o/-(o • And in the refe-

rence frame moving together the vortex, the current lines are

determined by

V U c M ^ CCUSl (5.1.10)

For U
e
>

(
^R the vortex has the separatrix inside of

which there is the region of liquid drifting together with the

vortex [4"].
In the general case, ohanging the variables

' Д (5.1.11)

eq.(5.1.1) takes the form

(5.1.12)

We consider the equation

(5.1.13)

Let
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then

Рог sufficiently large

In this approximation at fc4=o(-C) ft<j. (5.1.12) has the form

For round stationary vortices this equation is transformed into

Eq.(5.1.13) and has the solution (5.1.14). At small ^ there is

valid the solution (5.1.5).

5.2. Drifting Vortices in Atmosphere

For compressed liquid the continuity equation looks like

Analogous t o E q . ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) and ( 5 . 1 . 7 ) we p u t

( 5 . 2 . 2 )

In this oase the stationary solution (5.1.4) has the form

ЦЛ1» «)
for lo\^<P^the free surface us determined by the relation

( 5 Э )
for lo\
(5.1.Э).

Thus, in the oase of compressed liquid the solutions obtai-

ned oan Ъш either cyolons or antioyolons.

5*3. Hon«t»tionary Vortioes in the Viaoous Medium.

Generation of Large-scale Vortices

fit* vortex evolution taking into account dissipation is dea-
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cribed by the equation

Г \Ги>"\ +-1I^2<US> (5.3.1)

When the variables are changed as follows

{5
.
э
.
г)

the equation (5.3-1) takes the form

(5.3.3)
Рог t <^<2zo

Z+4-J?t th i s equation has the solution

(5.3.4)

• 2 *^ t ^ P L " zfe
Thus, the angular rotation rate decreases with time whereas

the characteriatic vortex dimension and the drift rate incre-

ase, i.e. the vorticity is repucnped into large aoales. We note

that at ~z
o
~ 0 » Ь =0 *

а е
 solution is the £ -function.

5.4. Drift Vortices in the Medium with Vieooeity

When the variables are changed as follows

the equation (5.3-1) takes the form

s equation has the stationary solution.

с?ъ-
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Since the vortex (5-3-4) is the approximate solution to the Eq.

(5-3.1) at amall radii, then in the evolution, it, apparently,

transforms to the vortex (5-4.3).

liq.(5.4.2) also has nonstationary solution

f
Ф =

For the vortex to be atabilizing we can

where U
e
 ia the drift velocity for i* 0 and Ц ^ is the

drift velocity for \
 =
 QO « In this case

Г

For this solution ^ e - ' T e ^ . / U ^ » where "^
e
 ) ^

^ [-tat*). Thus,small scale nonstationary vortex transforms in-

to large-scale one with the time.
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